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ABSTRACT 16 
 17 
Organopalygorskites were synthesised by using dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide (DMDOA) and cetylpyridinium chloride (CP) 18 
with surfactant loadings equivalent to 100% and 200% CEC of the palygorskite. The four organopalygorskites, thus produced, were 19 
characterised by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 20 
and zeta potential measurement.  FTIR and TGA data demonstrate that higher surfactant loadings as well as long branched chain DMDOA 21 
produce highly ordered surfactant conformation. SEM morphological results show that the organopalygorskites have less entangled fibres than 22 
the unmodified palygorskite. The zeta potential values show positive charge formation on the organopalygorskites surface when they are 23 
synthesised with surfactant loadings equivalent to 200% CEC of the palygorskite. The organopalygorskites were tested for adsorption of p-24 
nitrophenol (PNP) with a special focus on the adsorption isotherms. The adsorption data could be fitted with multiple isothermal models 25 
indicating that the adsorption was controlled by multiple mechanisms. Sorbent loading rate, initial pH, temperature and ionic strength may all 26 
affect the adsorption process. Also, DMDOA modified organopalygorskites reduce desorption/redispersal of adsorbed PNP back into the 27 
environment to a great extent. This study will be helpful in designing palygorskite-based organoclay adsorbents for remediating organic 28 
environmental contaminants which are ionic in nature.  29 
 30 
Key words: Organoclay adsorbent; palygorskite; p-nitrophenol; adsorption; adsorption isotherm; desorption 31 
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 32 
1. Introduction  33 
 34 
Removal of toxic contaminants from the effluent of various industries is one of the most significant environmental challenges. In the 35 
recent years, several physical, chemical and biological processes have evolved for the remediation of waste effluents. Among them, contaminant 36 
immobilisation by sorption is proven to be an effective and attractive mechanism.  In this context, the use of clay materials has gained 37 
considerable attention in the recent years. Clays are suitable candidates to remove organic and inorganic pollutants from waste water due to their 38 
abundance in nature, inexpensiveness, environmental stability and high adsorptive and ion exchange properties. However, the intrinsic negative 39 
surface charge of most of the natural aluminosilicate clay minerals causes them to repel anionic contaminants. Moreover, these clays are very 40 
hydrophilic and consequently show very low adsorption for hydrophobic organic pollutants. However, when the surfaces of these materials are 41 
modified by introducing long-chain organic surfactant compounds, high sorption of organic toxicants can be achieved through partitioning [1-3]. 42 
Additionally, the cationic surfactant molecules may impart a positive surface charge to the clay products that can effectively hold contaminants 43 
through electrostatic bonding. 44 
 45 
Among the clays, bentonite has been most extensively studied material for environmental applications. Several other modified clay 46 
candidates such as pillared clay [4], acid-treated bentonite and sepiolite [5], surfactant treated sepiolite [6], layered double hydroxides [7] and 47 
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spent activated clay [8] have also been used successfully. However, palygorskite and its organically modified products have been least explored 48 
for their potential use in environmental remediation. Palygorskite is a 2:1 type clay mineral which possesses moderately high structural charge 49 
due to considerable substitution of Al3+ by Mg2+ and Fe2+ in the octahedral sheet. This net negative charge on palygorskite surface enables it to 50 
be modified by cationic surfactant molecules. It is also probable that the exchangeable cations, that balance the excess negative charges in the 51 
palygorskite structure, can be exchanged with surfactant cations at least on its external surfaces. In addition, this clay mineral displays fibrous 52 
particle shape, fine particle size with internal channels and high surface area [9]. These properties of palygorskite make it a suitable candidate for 53 
organic modification and thereby recommend its use in remediation of organic contaminants. Earlier reports suggest that palygorskite can 54 
successfully be modified with octadecyltrimethyl ammonium chloride for adsorbing organic dye compounds [10]. Also, palygorskite-based 55 
sorbent materials are likely to be more permeable than bentonite based sorbents under natural flow condition because the later has intrinsic 56 
swelling behaviour which may restrict water flow through it. 57 
 58 
It is usually difficult to remediate ionisable organic contaminants through adsorption because these compounds are subjected to 59 
protonation or deprotonation depending on the pH of the aqueous phase. Most studies in adsorptive remediation of organic contaminants by 60 
organoclays have concentrated on non-ionic organic compounds, where the contaminants are adsorbed mainly through the partitioning 61 
mechanism. However, the removal of ionisable compounds by organoclays might be governed by multiple mechanisms, such as electrostatic 62 
attraction, partitioning, ion exchange, van der Waals forces, etc.  63 
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 64 
In the current study, p-nitrophenol (PNP) has been chosen as a model ionisable organic compound to investigate its adsorption onto 65 
organically modified palygorskites. It is considerably polar in nature and has a pK value of 7.15 at 250C temperature. PNP is an important 66 
member of the nitro aromatic phenol group. It is widely used in pesticides, dyes and pigments, polymer engineering, olive processing, 67 
petrochemicals and pharmaceutical industries.  It is listed among the 126 priority pollutants by the US EPA. It is toxic to plant, animal and 68 
human health. In case of acute exposure, PNP is known to cause blood disorder (methenoglobinemia), liver and kidney failure, anaemia, skin 69 
and eye irritation and systemic poisoning. Because of the toxicity and environmental damage caused by PNP, it is necessary to develop an 70 
effective remediation approach for safe discharge of industrial effluents containing this compound. There are reports that organoclays have been 71 
used as adsorbent for PNP [11-15]. However, palygorskite-based organoclays have not been tested for adsorptive removal of PNP from aqueous 72 
solutions. The mechanisms of interaction between PNP and the other organoclays also remains largely unknown. The goal of the present study is 73 
to demonstrate the potential of organopalygorskites for removing PNP from aqueous solutions. This paper aims to investigate the capacity and 74 
mechanisms of PNP adsorption by four different organopalygorskites synthesised from two surfactants, namely dimethyldioctadecylammonium 75 
bromide and cetylpyridinium chloride, with surfactant loading rates equivalent to 100% and 200% CEC of the palygorskite. The desorption of 76 
adsorbed PNP from the organopalygorskites is also studied. 77 
 78 
2. Experimental 79 
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 80 
2.1 Starting clay material 81 
 82 
The starting material in this study is an Australian palygorskite (Grade 050F) which originates in Western Australia. It was supplied by 83 
Hudson Resources Limited and was used as received without further purification. The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of this clay is 17.0 cmol 84 
(p+) kg-1 as determined by the ammonia electrode method [16] and it has a BET specific surface area of 97.3 m2 g-1 as measured on a Gemini 85 
2380 Surface Analyser. 86 
 87 
2.2 Reagents 88 
 89 
Two surfactants, namely dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide (C38H80BrN, MW: 630.95, denoted as DMDOA) and cetylpyridinium 90 
chloride (MW: 358.00, denoted as CP), both supplied by Sigma–Aldrich, were used in this study for modifying the palygorskite. PNP (C6H5NO3, 91 
MW: 139.11) was also obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, and all the chemicals were used without further purification. 92 
 93 
2.3 Synthesis of organopalygorskites 94 
  95 
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Four palygorskite-surfactant hybrids were synthesised in a hydrothermal cation exchange reaction according to a method described 96 
previously by Frost et al. [3]. The amounts of the surfactants used for modification were equivalent to 100% and 200% of the CEC of the 97 
palygorskite.  98 
 99 
2.4 Characterisation of organopalygorskites 100 
 101 
2.4.1 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 102 
 103 
Infrared (IR) spectra were obtained using a Magna-IRTM Spectrometer 750 (Nicolet Instrument Corp. USA) equipped with a liquid 104 
nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector and DRIFT (Diffuse Reflectance Infra-red Fourier Transform) accessories. Spectra 105 
over the 4000–400 cm−1 range were obtained by the co-addition of 64 scans with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and a mirror velocity of 0.6329 cm s−1. 106 
PeakFit v4.12 software package (Hearne Scientific Software) was used for band component analysis that enabled the type of fitting function to 107 
be selected and allowed specific parameters to be fixed or varied accordingly. Gauss–Lorentz cross-product function with the minimum number 108 
of component bands was used for band fitting. The fitting was undertaken until reproducible results were obtained with squared correlations of r2 109 
greater than 0.98. 110 
 111 
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2.4.2 Thermogravimetric analysis 112 
  113 
The organoclays were characterised by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTGA) on a 114 
TGA 2950 Thermal Analysis instrument (Thermal Analysis Inc., USA). The temperature range for TGA was raised at a rate of 100C per minute 115 
ranging from 250C to 10000C with a resolution of 60C. Approximately 50 mg of finely ground sample was heated in an open platinum crucible. 116 
An inert atmosphere was maintained inside the furnace with pure N2 flowing at 70 ml min-1. 117 
 118 
2.4.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 119 
 120 
 Morphology of the palygorskite and its organoclays was examined by a Philips XL30 FEG scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 121 
fine ground clay products were dried at room temperature and then coated with carbon under vacuum in argon atmosphere for the SEM studies. 122 
 123 
2.4.4 Measurement of zeta potential 124 
 125 
Zeta potential of the palygorskite and the synthesised organopalygorskites were measured by a Malvern Zetasizer Nano instrument 126 
(Malvern Instruments, USA). Clay samples were suspended in Milli-Q water (0.01% w/v) for zeta potential measurement. 127 
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 128 
2.5 Adsorption of p-nitrophenol on organopalygorskite 129 
 130 
Because of the reliability and simplicity of the method, batch experiments were carried out to evaluate the adsorption capacity of the 131 
synthesised organopalygorskites for PNP.  The effect of sorbent dose on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites was studied for sorbent 132 
amounts varying from 0.05 g to 0.50 g in 30 mL of 3.59 mM PNP solution, providing an agitation time of 2 h. Adsorption isotherms were 133 
developed by equilibrating 0.3 g of the organopalygorskites with 30 mL of solution containing 0.72, 1.44, 2.16, 2.88, 3.59, 4.31, 5.03 and 5.75 134 
mM PNP, respectively. An agitation time of 2 h was allowed as the kinetic experiment showed attainment of equilibration after one hour of 135 
agitation in the case of all four materials. Adsorption isotherms were established at 23 and 37°C, respectively. To examine the adsorption 136 
kinetics, 0.3 g of organopalygorskite was added with 30 mL of 3.59 mM PNP aqueous solution (with initial pH 4.8). The mixture was agitated 137 
for 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90 and 120 minutes, respectively. Similarly, the influence of pH and ionic strength of the aqueous phase PNP on 138 
its adsorption on organopalygorskites was investigated, with pH varying from 2 to 10 and ionic strength ranging from 0.001 to 1.0. The pH of 139 
the working solutions was adjusted by adding either diluted HCl or NaOH (0.1 M), whereas KNO3 was used as the electrolyte to prepare 140 
working solutions with various ionic strengths. All adsorption experiments were carried out in Milli-Q water without any background electrolyte 141 
except when the effect of ionic strength was studied. 142 
 143 
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In all adsorption experiments, carried out in triplicate, the sorbent-solute mixture was shaken on a rotary shaker (RATEK Instrument Pty 144 
Ltd, Victoria, Australia) at about a speed of 50 rpm at 230C. Clear supernatant was then obtained by centrifuging the suspensions at 4000 rpm for 145 
15 minutes (Multifuge 3 S-R, Hevaeus, Kendo Laboratory Products, Germany), followed by filtration through 0.45 µm Millipore nylon filter. 146 
 147 
The PNP concentration in the aqueous phase was analysed by UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Agilent 8453) at 400 nm after appropriate 148 
dilution and making the aliquot alkaline with 1 mL of 1 N NaOH. The wavelength 400 nm was chosen instead of typical 317 nm because the pH 149 
of the aqueous PNP solution becomes higher than 7.15 (the pKa of PNP is 7.15) when equilibrated with palygorskite and its surfactant modified 150 
products. Being an acid-base indicator, PNP gives yellow colour at pH ≥ 7.15. As a result, the absorption peak (Kmax) shifts from 317 nm to the 151 
higher side. An absorption peak (Kmax) was consistently oberved at 400 nm.  For this reason, 1 mL of 1 N NaOH was added to all the samples 152 
during dilution so that the final pH of the analytes is about 8.0 or above. The resulting yellow colour intensity was measured at 400 nm [17]. As 153 
the samples were centrifuged and subsequently filtered, turbidity could not interfere in the analysis. The amounts of PNP adsorbed by the 154 
laboratory glasswares, centrifuge tube and the nylon filter was negligible. The amount of PNP removed from the aqueous solution was calculated 155 
by the following equation: 156 
qe = V(Ci – Ce)/(M x 1000)……………………..(1) 157 
where, qe is the amount of PNP removed from the liquid phase (mM g-1), Ci is the initial liquid phase concentration of  PNP (mM), Ce is the 158 
equilibrium liquid phase concentration of PNP (mM), V is the volume of liquid phase  (mL) and M is the mass of the sorbent (g). 159 
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 160 
The concentration of concomitantly released halide (Br- in case of DMDOA modified organopalygorskites and Cl- in case of CP 161 
modified organopalygorskites) during adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites was analysed by a Dionex ICS 2000 ion chromatography 162 
equipped with an AS18 column. 163 
 164 
2.6 Desorption of p-nitrophenol from organopalygorskite 165 
 166 
The organopalygorskite samples loaded with PNP during the isotherm experiment at 23°C were subjected to desorption in 30 mL of 167 
Milli-Q water. Desorption was continued for 4 hours on the same rotary shaker at a rotating speed of about 50 rpm at 23°C. Following 168 
centrifugation and filtration, the desorbed PNP concentration was measured in the clear supernatant. The volume of liquid entrapped by the 169 
organopalygorskites after completion of the adsorption experiment and the amount of PNP held therein was taken into consideration during the 170 
calculation of PNP desorption. 171 
 172 
3. Theory of adsorption isotherms 173 
 174 
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To understand the mechanism of contaminant adsorption, the measurement of adsorption isotherms is of the utmost importance. It is also 175 
useful for predicting the maximum equilibrium adsorption capacity of sorbent materials. Several isotherm models are available to validate and 176 
optimise the adsorption data mathematically. In the present study, the equilibrium adsorption data have been fitted into three such isotherm 177 
models, namely, the Langmuir model, the Freundlich model and the Dubinin-Radushkevich model. 178 
 179 
3.1 Langmuir model 180 
 181 
The basic theory of the Langmuir adsorption model assumes that the adsorbent surface has only homogeneous sorption sites with 182 
constant bonding energy [18]. It implies that all the adsorption sites have similar affinity for the adsorbate molecules and adsorption of one 183 
adsorbate molecule on a particular site does not affect the properties of the neighbouring adsorption sites. So, according to this model, the total 184 
amount of adsorption has a maximum limit beyond which no further adsorption takes place and the adsorbate molecules form a monolayer on 185 
the surface of the adsorbent. The Langmuir model is expressed linearly by the following equation: 186 
Ce/qe = 1/(qmKL) + Ce/qm…………………………………………….(2) 187 
where, Ce is the concentration of adsorbate at equilibrium (mM), qe is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at equilibrium (mM g-1), qm is the 188 
maximum adsorption capacity of the adsorbate by the adsorbent (mM g-1), KL is the Langmuir adsorption constant (L mM-1) related to the free 189 
energy of adsorption and Ce is the adsorbate concentration in the solution at equilibrium (mM). 190 
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 191 
3.2 Freundlich model 192 
 193 
The Freundlich equation, which is originally an empirical equation, implies that the bonding energy of the adsorbate on a given adsorbent 194 
decreases with fractional coverage of surface area of the adsorbent. In case of sorbent materials having heterogeneous surfaces, this model is 195 
closer to reality than the assumption of a constant bonding energy inherent in the Langmuir model. Mathematically Freundlich equation is 196 
expressed as [19]: 197 
qe = KFCen..........................................................................(3) 198 
where, qe is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed (mM g-1), KF and n are the Freundlich constants related respectively to adsorption capacity and 199 
adsorption intensity and Ce is the equilibrium adsorbate concentration (mM). The values of KF and n can indicate whether the adsorption process 200 
is favourable or unfavourable. Usually, the higher the KF value, the more adsorption capacity the sorbents show. If the value of n, which is also 201 
known as the heterogeneity factor, is much less than unity (n<<1), it implies a favourable adsorption phenomenon over the entire range of 202 
adsorbate concentrations investigated. On the other hand, value of n greater than unity (n>1) indicates favourable adsorption only at higher 203 
adsorbate concentrations, but less at lower adsorbate concentrations. The linear form of the Freundlich equation can be presented as follows: 204 
Lnqe = LnKF + 1/n LnCe………………………………… (4) 205 
 206 
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3.3 Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) model 207 
 208 
The D-R model is able to distinguish between physical and chemical adsorption of an adsorbate onto a sorbent. Unlike the Langmuir 209 
model, the D-R model is not based on the assumption that adsorption occurs on a homogeneous sorbent surface due to constant adsorption 210 
potential. The linear expression of this model is given by the following equation [20]: 211 
Lnqe = Lnqm – βε2…………………………………………(5) 212 
where, qe is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed (M g-1), qm is the theoretical saturation capacity (M g-1), β is the constant related to the mean free 213 
energy of adsorption per mole of the adsorbate (M2 J-2) and ε is the Polanyi potential, which is given by: 214 
ε = RT Ln(1+1/Ce)…………………………………………..(6) 215 
where, R is the universal gas constant (J M-1 K-1), T is absolute temperature (K) and Ce is the concentration of the adsorbate at equilibrium (M). 216 
The mean free energy of adsorption (E) per molecule of the adsorbate when it is transferred to the surface of the sorbent from infinity in the 217 
solution (kJ M-1) was calculated from the following equation [21, 22]: 218 
E = 1/(2β)1/2…………………………………………………(7) 219 
 220 
4. Results and discussion 221 
 222 
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4.1 Characterisation of the organopalygorskites 223 
 224 
4.1.1 FTIR characterisation of the organopalygorskites 225 
  226 
The FTIR spectra of natural palygorskite (P), 100% CEC equivalent CP-palygorskite (CP1), 200% CEC equivalent CP-palygorskite 227 
(CP2), 100% CEC equivalent DMDOA-palygorskite (DP1) and 200% CEC equivalent DMDOA-palygorskite (DP2) are shown in Fig. 1. The 228 
characteristic peaks appearing around 3000 to 2800 cm-1, due to symmetric and asymmetric stretching of –CH2 group of organic molecules, are 229 
marked in the rectangular box of the figure. No peak appears for unmodified P in this region. The peak positions of both asymmetric and 230 
symmetric vibration shift towards lower frequencies with increasing surfactant loadings. This finding supports the earlier reports where 231 
montmorillonite and hydrobiotite based organoclays have been characterised using FTIR [23, 24]. This indicates a highly ordered all-trans 232 
surfactant conformation in organopalygorskites that are synthesised with higher surfactant loadings [23, 24]. It is interesting to note that the 233 
organopalygorskites synthesised from DMDOA show peaks at slightly lower frequencies (2923 cm-1 and 2852 cm-1 for asymmetric and 234 
symmetric stretching respectively in DP1; 2921 cm-1 and 2850 cm-1 for asymmetric and symmetric stretching respectively in DP2) as compared 235 
to the CP hybrids (2925 cm-1 and 2854 cm-1 for asymmetric and symmetric stretching respectively in CP1; 2923 cm-1 and 2852 cm-1 for 236 
asymmetric and symmetric stretching respectively in CP2). This might be attributable to the structure and chain length of the surfactant 237 
molecules [25]. DMDOA is a larger molecule having a molecular weight of 630.95 and has two octadecyl chains in its structure, whereas CP has 238 
17 
 
a molecular weight of 358 and has a straight chain structure having a pyridinium group at the end. As a result, DMDOA might produce more 239 
ordered surfactant conformation than CP.  240 
 241 
 242 
 243 
Fig. 1: FTIR spectra of the unmodified palygorskite (P) and its organoclays CP1, CP2, DP1 and DP2 in the region 4000-1000 cm-1 244 
 245 
4.1.2 Thermogravimetric characterisation of the organopalygorskites 246 
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  247 
The TG and DTG patterns of natural palygorskite used in the present study are shown in Fig. 2a.  Three major weight loss peaks are 248 
apparent during thermal analysis of palygorskite. The first peak appears at around 660C due to the removal of superficially sorbed water. The 249 
second relatively low intensity peak observed around 2090C is due to dehydration of tightly held zeolite water from the palygorskite. The most 250 
intense and broad weight loss peak observed around 5300C to 7580C is due to dehydroxylation and structural breakdown of palygorskite which 251 
starts around 5300C and continues up to around 7580C. These results support earlier reports on thermal properties of palygorskite [26, 27]. The 252 
dehydroxylation step at comparatively low temperature is perhaps due to removal of OH units from octahedral Fe and Al, whereas the one 253 
observed at higher temperature is due to removal of OH units from Mg [28]. 254 
255 
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 272 
 273 
 274 
 275 
Fig. 2: TG and DTG patterns of (a) natural unmodified palygorskite (P), (b) CP-palygorskite synthesised at 100% CEC equivalent surfactant 276 
loadings (CP1), (c) CP-palygorskite synthesised at 200% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (CP2), (d) DMDOA-palygorskite synthesised at 277 
100% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (DP1) and (e) DMDOA-palygorskite synthesised at 200% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (DP2) 278 
 279 
To our best knowledge, no information is available in the literature on the thermal characterisation of organopalygorskites. The TG and 280 
DTG curves of CP1, CP2, DP1 and DP2 are given in Fig. 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e respectively. In all the organopalygorskites, the peak for dehydration 281 
of superficially adsorbed water is observed at around 770C, but with much lower intensity than in the unmodified palygorskite. The weight loss 282 
steps due to decomposition of adsorbed surfactants are prominent at temperatures between 315 and 5070C (Fig. 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e). In all 283 
organopalygorskites, surfactant decomposition occurs in two phases; the first phase corresponds to decomposition of the surfactants bound to 284 
their neighbouring molecules, and the second phase results from loss of surfactants bound to the silica and alumina surface of the palygorskite 285 
[24, 29]. Although there is not much difference in the peak appearance between CP modified organopalygorskites, however surfactant 286 
decomposition in DP2 (3140C) happens at a comparatively lower temperature than in DP1 (3980C). This indicates conformational changes of the 287 
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surfactant molecules in the organoclays with incremental surfactant loading [24, 30, 31], which supports FTIR results suggesting that higher 288 
loading of surfactant with longer chain lengths leads to a highly-packed and ordered surfactant conformation in organopalygorskites. Another 289 
intense peak appears in all the organopalygorskites at around 7500C temperature which we may speculate as due to the dehydroxylation of the 290 
OH units attached to remnant Mg in the palygorskite [28]. However, further investigation why this peak is not so strong in unmodified 291 
palygorskite is required. 292 
 293 
4.1.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 294 
 295 
 The morphology of the palygorskite used in this study and of the organoclays synthesised with DMDOA and CP at 100% and 200% CEC 296 
equivalent surfactant loadings was examined by SEM. Although FTIR and TGA studies showed prominent differences in the structures of 297 
DMDOA and CP modified organopalygorskites, the morphological differences between them as examined by SEM were not distinguishably 298 
dissimilar. For this reason, SEM images of the palygorskite and only DMDOA modified organoclays are shown in Fig. 3. The unmodified 299 
palygorskite (Fig. 3a) shows morphology which is flat and randomly oriented straight fibres entangled in bundles whereas DP1 (Fig. 3b) and 300 
DP2 (Fig. 3b) show more prevalent fibres which are less entangled than the unmodified palygorskite. DP2 has even fewer clusters of fibres than 301 
DP1. The SEM morphological results, thus, show that modification of palygorskite with DMDOA and CP can cause fragmentation of the 302 
clustered fibres and hence improve access of PNP to their surfaces for adsorption. 303 
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 306 
Fig. 3: SEM images of palygorskite and its DMDOA modified organoclays. (a) Palygorskite, (b) DP1 and (c) DP2 307 
 308 
4.1.4 Zeta potential of the organopalygorskites 309 
 310 
The palygorskite shows a highly negative zeta potential (-19.9 mV) whereas the organopalygorskites show slightly negative or positive 311 
zeta potentials. We have observed that 100% CEC equivalent DMDOA cannot neutralise the negative surface charge of palygorskite completely 312 
(-3.45 mV), whereas same extent of modification with CP imparts slight positive charge (1.73 mV) on the palygorskite surface. This is 313 
attributable to the comparatively smaller molecular size and simpler molecular structure of CP that easily finds its way into the palygorskite 314 
structure. However, the positive charge formation on the palygorskite surface is higher by DMDOA (30.6 mV) than CP (21.6 mV) when 200% 315 
CEC equivalent surfactant loading is used. In this case, the excess surfactant molecules cover the total internal and external surface of the 316 
palygorskite and larger DMDOA molecules with side chain structure develop more positive charge.  317 
 318 
4.2 Adsorption of p-nitrophenol on the organopalygorskites 319 
 320 
4.2.1 Effect of adsorbent dose on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 321 
25 
 
 322 
We found that unmodified palygorskite adsorbs only negligible amounts of PNP (data not shown). On the other hand, modification of the 323 
clay with organic surfactants hugely improves its PNP adsorption capacity. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the adsorption efficiency of the 324 
organopalygorskites for PNP increases steadily with the increase in added organoclays. DP2 and CP2 show notably higher adsorption 325 
efficiencies than DP1 and CP1, respectively. This clearly indicates that modification of palygorskite with higher doses of the surfactants imparts 326 
greater adsorption capacity to the resulting organoclays. Given an adsorbent dose of 16.7 g L-1, DP2 and CP2 attain as high as 81% and 62% 327 
sorption of PNP, respectively, in a 30 mL aqueous system containing 3.59 mM L-1 of the solute. In the current study, a sorbent dose of 10 g L-1 328 
has been applied for determining the adsorption isotherms and other process parameters. At this dose DP1, DP2, CP1 and CP2 achieve 35, 60, 28 329 
and 43% PNP adsorption, respectively (Fig. 4). 330 
 331 
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 332 
Fig. 4: Effect of amounts of added sorbents on the adsorption efficiency of PNP by organopalygorskites 333 
 334 
4.2.2 Effect of agitation time on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 335 
 336 
The relationship between agitation time and the amount of PNP adsorbed by the organopalygorskites is illustrated in Fig. 5.  Initially the 337 
amount of PNP adsorption increases rapidly, up to 20 minutes, and then slows down gradually reaching equilibrium in around 60 minutes, 338 
beyond which no significant increase in adsorption occurs. We also observed that 100% CEC modified palygorskites reach equilibrium quicker 339 
than 200% CEC modified palygorskite hybrids. This is aattributed to the higher loadings of surfactants, which may block the pores of the 340 
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modified adsorbents and slow down the migration of PNP into them [32]. Triplicate results with about 98.6% reproducibility showed maximum 341 
adsorption of PNP onto all four organopalygorskites up to 1 h of agitation; thus the equilibrium agitation time is fixed as 60 minutes for 342 
adsorbing PNP by these materials. 343 
 344 
 345 
Fig. 5: Effect of agitation time on the amount of adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites 346 
 347 
4.2.3 Adsorption isotherms 348 
 349 
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As discussed in the previous section, the unmodified palygorskite and its surfactant modified hybrids reached equilibrium for PNP 350 
sorption within 60 minutes of agitation. However, for measuring isotherms, an agitation time of 2 h was employed to ascertain complete 351 
adsorption. Irrespective of PNP concentrations, no significant increase in the amount of adsorbed PNP was observed after 1 h of equilibration. 352 
Preliminary studies also showed that the unmodified palygorskite adsorbed only negligible amounts of PNP (data not shown). Hence, detailed 353 
isotherm measurements for unmodified palygorskite were not included in this study. All the isotherm experiments were carried out at two 354 
different temperatures, 23 and 370C in constant temperature rooms. These temperatures represent the average normal maximum temperatures 355 
encountered in Australia during warmer season.  356 
 357 
4.2.3.1 Langmuir model 358 
 359 
The values of maximum adsorption capacity (qm) and Langmuir constant (KL) at two different temperatures (23 and 370C) are listed in 360 
Table 1. It is found that adsorption of PNP onto all the four organopalygorskites tested obeyed the Langmuir model with a correlation coefficient 361 
(r2L) usually greater than 0.96 (Table 1). The corresponding F statistics (degree of reduction of heterogeneity in a population) value at p 362 
(probability) < 0.0001 has also been listed. According to this model, the maximum monolayer PNP adsorption (qm) by DP1, DP2, CP1 and CP2 363 
are calculated to be 0.190, 0.303, 0.239 and 0.262 mM g-1, respectively at 230C temperature. These data demonstrate that the modification of 364 
palygorskite with surfactant amounts equivalent to double the CEC of the clay achieves a remarkable increase in the adsorption capacities of the 365 
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resulting organoclays, compared to its 100% CEC hybrids. In terms of adsorption efficiency, the improvement is up to the extent of 59% and 366 
10% for DMDOA and CP modified hybrids, respectively. It supports earlier findings [13, 14] in which montmorillonite was modified with 367 
various surfactants in multiple doses. However, information on PNP adsorption by organopalygorskite is very scanty in literature [15]. Our 368 
results also indicate that DMDOA modified palygorskites at loading rate equivalent to 200% CEC are better sorbents for PNP (to the extent of 369 
16% in terms of adsorption efficiency) than CP modified organoclays. This is attributed to the structure and chain length of the surfactant 370 
molecules and their orientation in the clay structure after modification [13, 25, 33]. As a result, the conformation of the surfactant molecules in 371 
the final clay products alters, yielding differential surface charge properties and hence differential adsorption capacities. 372 
 373 
To predict whether the adsorption process is favourable or unfavourable, a dimensionless constant, RL, known as the separation factor, 374 
has been calculated from the Langmuir constants using the following equation [34]: 375 
RL = 1/(1 + KLC0)………………………………………………(8) 376 
where, RL is the separation factor, KL is the Langmuir adsorption constant (L mM-1) and C0 is the initial PNP concentration (mM). Depending on 377 
this calculation, an adsorption isotherm is considered favourable if 0<RL<1, unfavourable if RL>1, linear if RL=1 and irreversible if RL is zero 378 
[34-36]. The RL value at 5.03 mM initial PNP concentration in the current study for the four organopalygorskites tested at 23 and 370C are 379 
presented in Table 1. The results demonstrate that the adsorption process of all four organopalygorskites for PNP is favourable. 380 
 381 
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4.2.3.2 Freundlich model 382 
 383 
Fig. 6 shows LnCe versus Lnqe plot for Freundlich adsorption model (the best fitted model among the three models tested as apparent 384 
from Table 1, 2 and 3). The Freundlich parameters, n and KF, and the goodness of fit (r2F) with their corresponding F statistics value at p < 385 
0.0001 are presented in Table 2. The results show that the organopalygorskite-PNP adsorption system is well explained by the Freundlich model 386 
with a high degree of fitness (rFa2>0.99). The values of n are greater than unity for all the sorbents and thus the adsorption system is favourable, 387 
with good intensity. It is evident from the KF values (Table 2) that the organopalygorskites studied have high adsorption capacity for PNP. 388 
Similar to the results of Langmuir adsorption maxima, here also higher doses of surfactant modification cause huge improvements in the 389 
adsorption capacity of the organoclays. 390 
 391 
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 392 
Fig. 6: Freundlich plots for the adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites (0.3 g sorbent, 30 mL of PNP solution, 230C temperature) 393 
 394 
4.2.3.3 Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) model 395 
 The goodness of fit of the D-R model (r2D-R) for PNP adsorption onto organopalygorskites at two different temperatures (23 and 370C) 396 
with corresponding F statistics value at p < 0.0001  and the values of qm, β and E are listed in Table 3. We found that the D-R model 397 
satisfactorily explains the PNP adsorption onto the four organopalygorskites studied. The calculated E values for PNP adsorption by these 398 
organopalygorskites depend on the degree of modification of the clay. Usually, 200% CEC modified palygorskites exhibit greater E values than 399 
the 100% CEC modified clays. This parameter can actually predict whether an adsorption process is driven by ion-exchange or simply physical 400 
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in nature. If 8<E<16 J mM-1, it is considered that the adsorption occurs through ion-exchange, whereas E<8 J mM-1 demonstrate a physical 401 
adsorption process [36, 37, 38]. In the present study, the E values for the PNP-organopalygorskites adsorption systems fall in the range of 7.91 to 402 
12.91 J mM-1 suggesting ion-exchange could be one of the possible mechanisms of adsorption when PNP molecules dissociate into ionic form 403 
due to changes in pH of the adsorption system. The release of halide anions from the surfactant-halide ion pairs during adsorption of PNP by 404 
organopalygorskites support this assumption. As measured by ion chromatography, 0.12 mM Br- is released from surfactant-halide ion pairs 405 
within 60 minutes due to adsorption of 0.26 mM PNP anion through ion exchange onto DP2, which indicates around 46% of the adsorption takes 406 
place through anion exchange mechanism in DP2. Similarly, about 14% adsorption of PNP occurs through anion exchange mechanism in DP1. 407 
However, the release of Cl- from CP modified organopalygorskites is very little and hence anion exchange phenomenon is not the dominant 408 
mechanism for PNP adsorption onto the CP-palygorskite hybrids. 409 
 410 
4.2.4 Effect of temperature on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 411 
 412 
The effect of temperature on PNP adsorption by the organopalygorskites was studied by carrying out the isothermal experiments at two 413 
different temperatures, namely 23 and 370C. The isothermal parameters for Langmuir, Freundlich and Dubinin-Radushkevich models at these 414 
two temperatures are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 1 show that temperature does not have any remarkable effect on the maximum 415 
monolayer adsorption of PNP (qm) by DMDOA-modified palygorskites. However, qm values decrease significantly for CP modified 416 
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palygorskites as the temperature rises from 230C to 370C. Also, it is evident that the values of the separation factors (RL) are considerably higher 417 
at 370C compared to 230C, irrespective of the sorbent materials (Table 1). This is attributed to the exothermic nature of these adsorption 418 
reactions. These results support previous research showing that adsorption of some dye compound by organobentonites and activated carbon is 419 
an exothermic process [36, 39]. For similar reasons, the Freundlich constants related to adsorption capacity (KF) also decrease for all the four 420 
organopalygorskites as temperature increases (Table 2). However, the effect of temperature on Dubinin-Radushkevich parameters for 200% 421 
CEC clay hybrids is negligible, even though an increase in the mean energy of adsorption (E) with an increase in temperature was observed for 422 
100% CEC modified palygorskites (Table 3). 423 
 424 
4.2.5 Effect of initial pH on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 425 
 426 
Fig. 7 demonstrates that, all the four organopalygorskites can maintain almost uniform adsorption performances at initial pH values less 427 
than 6. However the adsorption of PNP by the sorbent materials decreases markedly when the initial pH value rises beyond 6. This decrement in 428 
sorption due to changes in initial pH can be attributed both to the surface charge behaviour of the organopalygorskites and the dissociation 429 
chemistry of the solute. Palygorskite, the starting clay mineral in the present study, contains a large number of terminal silicate tetrahedra on the 430 
ribbons that are present on its external surface. These broken Si–O–Si bonds usually compensate for their residual charge by accepting a proton 431 
or a hydroxyl and thus convert to a Si–OH group. These groups are subjected to protonation or deprotonation depending on pH values. Greater 432 
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PNP adsorption onto the organopalygorskites at low pH values may be due to neutralization of the negative charge at its surface. In contrast, the 433 
adsorbent surface becomes negatively charged at high pH. At the same time, molecular PNP converts to anions in a system having pH > 7.15 434 
(pKa of PNP = 7.15) due to dissociation, as shown in the following equation [40]: 435 
HA + H2O ↔ H3O+ + A− …………………………………. (9) 436 
As a result, the negative charges on the sorbent surface electrostatically repel dissociated PNP ions. It is important to note here that the 200% 437 
CEC surfactant modified palygorskites adsorb noticeably larger amounts of PNP than the 100% CEC hybrids across the entire pH range studied. 438 
 439 
 440 
Fig. 7: Effect of initial pH on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 441 
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 442 
4.2.6 Effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 443 
 444 
PNP or any other contaminant is always present in contaminated effluents or soils together with significant amounts of soluble salts. The 445 
electrolyte concentration or ionic strength of the contaminated water can greatly influence the adsorption capacity of an adsorbent by altering its 446 
surface potential. So, it is always necessary to evaluate the adsorption performance of an adsorbent under various electrolyte concentrations 447 
before its field application. The log relationship between the strength of the ionic solution and the amount of PNP adsorbed by the four 448 
organopalygorskites is illustrated in Fig. 8. The ionic strength in batch experiment at pH 4.8 was adjusted with KNO3 in 3.59 mM PNP solution. 449 
A remarkable reduction in the amount of PNP adsorption onto all four organopalygorskites was observed with increase in ionic strength (Fig. 8). 450 
This can be attributed to changes in the surface potential of the clay hybrids, due to an increase in ionic strengths in the medium [41]. It has been 451 
observed that due to an increase of ionic strength from 0.001 to 0.05 in the medium, about 22, 31, 30 and 39 % reduction in adsorption occurs 452 
respectively for DP1, DP2, CP1 and CP2. It is interesting to note that the effect of medium ionic strength on PNP adsorption by organoclays is 453 
considerably less notable in case of DMDOA modified palygorskites than in the CP modified clay hybrids. As explained earlier, this 454 
phenomenon can be attributed to the structure of the surfactant molecules and their orientation in the clay structure after the modification. As a 455 
result, the conformation of the surfactant molecules in the final clay products varies, which imparts differential surface charge and hence 456 
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differential effects of ionic strength on their adsorption behaviour [25]. The differential surface charge of the organopalygorskites studied is 457 
apparent from their zeta potential values. 458 
 459 
 460 
Fig. 8: Effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 461 
 462 
4.2.7 Mechanisms of PNP sorption onto organopalygorskites 463 
 464 
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From the data presented in Table 1, 2 and 3, the r2 and F values of the fit of the kinetic data with the three models, (for the same p < 465 
0.0001), show clearly that Freundlich model fits the best. The results also show that all the three isothermal models tested in the current study 466 
can satisfactorily explain the adsorption of PNP onto the four organopalygorskites because the degree of fitness (r2) of the adsorption data into 467 
all three models is quite high (Table 1, 2, 3). This indicates that the sorption process is controlled by several mechanisms, rather than a single 468 
one. We observed that the adsorbed amount of PNP depends strongly on the loading rates of the surfactant molecules in the clay. The degree of 469 
loading actually controls the distribution of the surfactant molecules in the clay structure and hence the adsorption mechanisms of the resulting 470 
clay hybrids to specific adsorbate. When applied at a concentration lower than the CEC of the clay, the surfactant cations prefer to enter the clay 471 
interlayer space by replacing the exchangeable interlayer cations, whereas they can stay both inside the interlayer as well as on the surface when 472 
applied in higher concentrations than the clay CEC [14, 42, 43]. Thus, in a situation where excess surfactant molecules occupy both the 473 
interlayer and the external surface of the palygorskite, PNP can be adsorbed through multiple mechanisms, such as, electrostatic bonding 474 
between PNP anions and surfactant cations both in the interlayer space as well as on the surface, partitioning of the undissociated PNP molecules 475 
through hydrophobic interaction by the organic micelles formed by intercalated surfactants [14], and anion exchange between surfactant-halide 476 
ion pairs and PNP anions. As evidenced from the maximum E value (Table 3) among the organopalygorskites studied, anion exchange is the 477 
dominant mechanism (46%) for PNP adsorption onto DP2, which is also supported by the concentration of released halide during adsorption of 478 
PNP onto organopalygorskites. Because of its larger molecular size and complexity in structure, DMDOA is also likely to impart more PNP 479 
adsorption through the partitioning mechanism than CP in the respective modified clay hybrids [44]. It is also evident from the isothermal data 480 
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that the surfaces of the organopalygorskites consist of homogeneous and heterogeneous reactive regions. As a result, the data could be fit using 481 
all three of the adsorption models studied. Thus, it seems that the interaction between PNP and the organopalygorskites is controlled by complex 482 
mechanisms involving a wide range of reaction sites differing in their properties, including energy considerations. 483 
 484 
4.3 Desorption of p-nitrophenol from the organopalygorskites 485 
 486 
For a sorbent material, which is engineered for remediation of environmental pollutants, high reversibility of adsorption reaction is never 487 
expected. A sorbent material is acceptable for application in removing contaminants from waste water only when it does not pose potential risk 488 
of immediate release of the contaminants back into the environment. For the organopalygorskites investigated in the present study, amount of 489 
PNP desorbed by a single 4 h desorption cycle in Milli-Q water is quantified at 230C temperature and expressed as the percentage of amount 490 
adsorbed. Results reveal that little amount of PNP is released from the sorbents in a 4 h desorption cycle. Desorption amount (%) increases in the 491 
order: DP2<CP2<DP1<CP1. For example, when PNP is adsorbed onto the four organopalygorskites with an initial PNP concentration of 3.59 492 
mM and a sorbent dose of 10 g L-1, desorption amounts for DP1, DP2, CP1 and CP2 are 39, 23, 53 and 36 %, respectively. It indicates that 493 
DMDOA modified palygorskites can bind PNP molecules more strongly than CP modified hybrids. Also, 2CEC modified clays are better 494 
sorbents for PNP than 1CEC modified palygorskites. 495 
 496 
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 497 
 498 
Fig. 9: Freundlich plots for desorption of PNP from organopalygorskites (4 h desorption cycle in Milli-Q water at 230C temperature) 499 
 500 
Desorption data were fitted into Freundlich isotherm model as illustrated in Figure 9. The corresponding Freundlich isotherm parameters 501 
for desorption are presented in Table 4. It is observed that the desorption data fit very well to the Freundlich model. In general, the na values 502 
(Table 2) are higher than nd values (Table 4) in the present study, indicating that the rate of adsorption is higher than the rate of desorption. The 503 
hysteresis (H), calculated as the na/nd ratio [45], is less in 2CEC modified palygorskites than 1CEC hybrids. Among the modified clay materials 504 
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examined in this study, DP2 seems to be the best sorbent for PNP having the minimum H value (Table 4).  So, DP2 will cause very little 505 
redispersal of adsorbed PNP back into the environment. 506 
 507 
5. Conclusions 508 
 509 
This study demonstrates that CP and DMDOA produce dissimilar surfactant conformations in organopalygorskites and so affect the 510 
adsorption capacities of these sorbents towards polar organic contaminants such as PNP. DMDOA provides a more congenial surfactant 511 
conformation than CP and hence improves PNP adsorption efficiency to a much greater extent. The adsorption data of PNP by 512 
organopalygorskites fit reasonably well to Langmuir, Freundlich and Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) isothermal models, indicating that the 513 
process is controlled by multiple mechanisms such as hydrophobic partitioning, electrostatic attraction and ion exchange. Among the 514 
organopalygorskites studied, DP2 shows the maximum PNP adsorption (46%) through anion exchange. The adsorption process is also 515 
influenced by the system pH, temperature and ionic strength. The adsorption seems to be exothermic in nature and increasing initial pH and ionic 516 
strength reduce the volume adsorbed. DMDOA modified organopalygorskites reduce the redispersal of adsorbed PNP back into the environment 517 
to a great extent. However, further study is required to determine the desorption behaviour at variable environmental conditions. This study has 518 
great potential in designing palygorskite based organoclay sorbents for remediation of polar organic contaminants similar to PNP.  519 
  520 
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Table 1: Langmuir isotherm parameters and values of separation parameters, RL at 5.03 mM initial PNP concentrations for adsorption of PNP 527 
onto organopalygorskites at 23 and 370C temperatures (p < 0.0001 for model fitting at 95% confidence level) 528 
 529 
 230C   370C 
Sample qm 
(mM g-1) 
KL 
(L mM-1) 
 
r2L 
 
FL 
 
RL5.03 mM 
qm 
(mM g-1) 
KL 
(L mM-1) 
 
r2L 
 
FL 
 
RL5.03 mM 
DP1 0.190 ± 0.015a 1.165 ± 0.089 0.9809 307.5 0.1458 0.191 ± 0.018 0.984 ± 0.090 0.9768 252.8 0.1681 
DP2 0.303 ± 0.026 2.887 ± 0.094 0.9814 316.9 0.0644 0.305 ± 0.029 2.059 ± 0.105 0.9646 163.7 0.0880 
CP1 0.239 ± 0.019 0.354 ± 0.037 0.9804 299.9 0.3593 0.211 ± 0.017 0.318 ± 0.020 0.9667 174.3 0.3846 
CP2 0.262 ± 0.024 1.158 ± 0.075 0.9726 212.6 0.1465 0.219 ± 0.021 1.155 ± 0.027 0.9822 330.3 0.1468 
42 
 
 530 
 531 
aStandard error at 95% confidence level, n = 3532 
533 
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Table 2: Freundlich isotherm parameters for adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites at 23 and 370C temperatures (p < 0.0001 for model 534 
fitting at 95% confidence level) 535 
 536 
 230C  370C 
Sample 
 
na 
KFa 
(L M-1) 
 
r2Fa 
 
FFa 
 
na 
KFa 
(L M-1) 
 
r2Fa 
 
FFa 
DP1 2.59 ± 0.012a 0.0954 ± 0.0029 0.9975 2375.7 2.41 ± 0.021 0.0892 ± 0.0020 0.9978 2713.8
DP2 3.05 ± 0.024 0.2028 ± 0.0035 0.9977 2597.6 2.92 ± 0.024 0.1860 ± 0.0027 0.9915 699.8 
CP1 1.55 ± 0.014 0.0599 ± 0.0012 0.9957 1402.4 1.54 ± 0.016 0.0495 ± 0.0019 0.9951 1206.9
CP2 2.32 ± 0.019 0.1289 ± 0.0021 0.9992 7483.5 2.35 ± 0.023 0.1077 ± 0.0028 0.9950 1196.1
537 
aStandard error at 95% confidence level, n = 3538 
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Table 3: Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm parameters for adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites at 23 and 370C temperatures (p < 0.0001 539 
for model fitting at 95% confidence level) 540 
 541 
 230C  370C 
Sample 
qm 
(mM g-1) 
β x 103 
(mM2 J-2) 
E 
(J mM-1) 
 
r2D-R 
 
FD-R 
qm 
(mM g-1) 
β x 103 
(mM2 J-2) 
E 
(J mM-1) 
 
r2D-R 
 
FD-R 
DP1 0.366 ± 0.018a 5.0 ± 0.452 10.0 ± 0.741 0.9925 791.8 0.382 ± 0.016 4.0 ± 0.321 11.18 ± 0.845 0.9931 860.0 
DP2 0.546 ± 0.029 3.0 ± 0.326 12.91 ± 0.532 0.9926 805.6 0.529 ± 0.021 3.0 ± 0.245 12.91 ± 0.642 0.9748 232.6 
CP1 0.628 ± 0.054 8.0 ± 0.519 7.91 ± 0.754 0.9984 3796.9 0.533 ± 0.049 7.0 ± 0.523 8.45 ± 0.741 0.9946 1115.5
CP2 0.550 ± 0.041 5.0 ± 0.399 10.0 ± 0.659 0.9949 1170.7 0.482 ± 0.035 5.0 ± 0.412 10.0 ± 0.555 0.9945 1084.3
 542 
aStandard error at 95% confidence level, n = 3543 
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Table 4: Freundlich isotherm parameters for desorption of PNP from organopalygorskites at 230C 544 
temperature (p < 0.0001 for model fitting at 95% confidence level) 545 
 546 
Sample  nd KFd (L M-1) r2Fd FFd H (na/nd)
DP1 2.06 ± 0.026a 0.1638 ± 0.0023 0.9919 739.1 1.26 
DP2 2.83 ± 0.039 0.2732 ± 0.0059 0.9955 1328.5 1.08 
CP1 1.26 ± 0.015 0.1478 ± 0.0014 0.9975 2414.6 1.23 
CP2 1.92 ± 0.024 0.2048 ± 0.0026 0.9959 1440.4 1.21 
 547 
aStandard error at 95% confidence level, n = 3 548 
Captions of the figures 549 
 550 
Fig. 1: FTIR spectra of the unmodified palygorskite (P) and its organoclays CP1, CP2, DP1 and 551 
DP2 in the region 4000-1000 cm-1 552 
Fig. 2: TG and DTG patterns of (a) natural unmodified palygorskite (P), (b) CP-palygorskite 553 
synthesised at 100% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (CP1), (c) CP-palygorskite synthesised 554 
at 200% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (CP2), (d) DMDOA-palygorskite synthesised at 555 
100% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (DP1) and (e) DMDOA-palygorskite synthesised at 556 
200% CEC equivalent surfactant loadings (DP2) 557 
Fig. 3: SEM images of palygorskite and its DMDOA modified organoclays. (a) Palygorskite, (b) 558 
DP1 and (c) DP2 559 
Fig. 4: Effect of amounts of added sorbents on the adsorption efficiency of PNP by 560 
organopalygorskites 561 
Fig. 5: Effect of agitation time on the amount of adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites 562 
46 
 
Fig. 6: Freundlich plots for the adsorption of PNP onto organopalygorskites (0.3 g sorbent, 30 563 
mL of PNP solution, 230C temperature) 564 
Fig. 7: Effect of initial pH on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 565 
Fig. 8: Effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of PNP by organopalygorskites 566 
Fig. 9: Freundlich plots for desorption of PNP from organopalygorskites (4 h desorption cycle in 567 
Milli-Q water at 230C temperature) 568 
 569 
 570 
Fig. 1 571 
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